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I like where this is going!
CREATE YOUR
OWN SIGNATURE
PERFUME
RYDGES ON SWANSTON
4TH - 6TH OCTOBER
JULIE NELSON

Do you love perfume?
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to
create a signature scent that is just for you?
We invite you to be creative, enjoy a memorable
experience all because you love the idea of having a
signature perfume that is unique to you that no one
else will have.

Your signature perfume is waiting to dance
with you.
She will access the essence of your being and
swim through every cell of your emotional,
physical, energetic and spiritual bodies.
Are you ready to meet her - experience her fall in love with her and be unforgettable?

What Can I Expect From This Experience?
Imagine breathing in the scent of a highly perfumed
rose... inhaling the aroma of a spicy chai latte or freshly
brewed coffee...walking in to your favourite restaurant
and smelling exotic herbs and spices from food being
cooked and served.
Our sense of smell has a direct link to the limbic brain,
the control center of our emotions. No wonder a certain
scent can immediately evoke incredibly strong emotions
and trigger memories.
At the end of the weekend you will have learnt how to
create your own perfume using pure essential oils and
botanical extracts. Take home your exquisite highly
concentrated signature scent unique to you and only you
that will continue to bring you joy for it’s lifetime and
beyond. Memories are triggered by the power of scent!

Your signature perfume is far more than a divine
aromatic liquid that you use to smell wonderful, it
is has a purpose and when creating it you will
infuse what you desire into it.
Julie guides you through the creative process,
bringing both art and science to the journey. Julie
will dive deep with you to understand the parts of
you that want to be amplified and expressed
through your perfume.
This is an experiential and practical workshop
where you will be introduced to different essential
oils. You will learn about top, middle and base
notes which give a perfume its different
characteristics, the different families of scent e.g
citrus and florals.

All essential oils, extracts, bottles and labels are provided
for you!
Each day before we begin Julie will take you through short
mindful meditation to ground and connect you in the
sacred space that is created for you to learn, play and
create.
The knowledge you discover in this workshop will give you
the confidence to create a new signature perfume
whenever you feel to.
It is an amazing experience smelling beautiful natural
fragrances that may trigger past memories for you or
remind you of something that you can’t quite put your
finger on!
You will soon learn that we each have our own unique
energy that is immersed in to your perfume that can not
be copied. If someone else made your perfume it would
not smell the same...Thought is energy and energy is
matter, something scientists have been talking about for
100 plus years and can now measure and prove this.

Your perfume could be called your blueprint. Use it to enhance
your day uplifting your mind, moods and emotions, feel more
confident, motivated, focused, empowered, sensual and feminine,
bring more ease and flow in to your daily life.
We have FUN, there is no doubt that there will be some oils that
you simply cannot get enough of because they will resonate so
deeply with you.
Enjoy creating magic and connecting with other women, this is a
journey filled with perfume secrets, education on the power of
smell and how it can be used to retrain the brain, bringing you
power and pleasure that you will then take out into your daily life.
You may wish to set an intention or create a perfume that
represents your astrology birth chart. There are NO limits when it
comes to being creative and what you wish to create your
perfume for.
Julie will have your formula on record and you will also have the
formula plus an in depth understanding of all ingredients used to
create your divine perfume!

Who Is Julie Nelson?
Julie’s focus and passion is working with botanical perfumery,
astrology and the Moon cycles. She has loved bringing these
magical extensions of herself together on a deeper level. She
specialises in creating Bespoke Perfumes for women who are
ready to step up to their next level in their business and personal
life.
While she predominantly works with women men also find her
work fascinating and she loves supporting them in living their
divine reality by tapping in to the amazing power of botanical
scents, astrology, the Moon phases, intention and ritual to create
a more empowered, abundant, successful, joyful and fulfilled life
for themselves.
Her 25 years + in Aromatherapy, botanical perfumery and
astrology is rich and varied and every time she sees people
smelling their finished perfume it brings her joy and confirmation
that she is doing exactly what she is here to do.

WHAT IS RETREATS AT RESORTS
Liesel Albrecht - The Retreat Specialist has 26 years of
experience in the retreat industry and brings a together a range
of Resorts with a wide roster of retreats.
All facilitators are all experts in their field and bring together a unique
program of expertly crafted programs in a wonderful range of worldwide
resort settings, providing those on holiday with a wide choice of well being
experiences, tailored to their needs.

Find out more at www.retreatsforresorts.com
Rydges on Swanston is located in one of Melbourne’s best known
cosmopolitan districts, Carlton. The hotel is on the fringe of
Melbourne CBD and is the perfect venue for a city based retreat.
You can take yourself away from the hustle and bustle of CBD
Melbourne and still have easy access to all the exciting
attractions.
Rydges and Retreats at Resorts is an exciting new partnership
that will have you Discovering Melbourne and within this Finding
You.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Twin/Double Share - Per Person
AUD
$1397
Single Share
AUD
998
$1596

Come just for the Workshops and meals and go
home to sleep

$998

*terms and conditions apply

Book at www.retreatsatresorts.com
emailing admin@retreatsforresorts.com

Two nights accommodation at Rydges on Swanston
in a king size room - you can choose if you share or
indulge in some along time
A Daily Buffet Breakfast with eggs cooked exactly
how you like them
A Retreats at Resorts Welcome Gift just for you
Dinner on the pool deck on Friday evening with
your host Julie Nelson
A cocktail making class to kick off your creeativity
All perfume design classes with Julie over the two
days (normal price $1394)
All meals including morning and afternoon teas one of these being a high tea
A sensory dinner experience at Dans Le Noir or
dining in the dark - it really is an amazing
experienceand a few other little extras thrown in
for good measure...........................
What's Not:
Any travel to and from event
Travel insurance
Drinks(other than specified)

Tips to staff
Any extra meals/food
Personal Shopping
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